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Landscapes and Landforms
of the Maltese Islands
Covers all the most important landscapes of Maltese geomorphology
Provides easily accessible and up-to-date information on Maltese
geomorphology, which can’t be found in any other book, making it a useful
tool for students, researchers and non-experts alike
Will appeal to a general audience, thanks to its clear and straightforward
language style and wealth of illustrations (e.g. color maps, aerial photos,
photos)
This edited volume brings together a collection of works that comprehensively address both
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the myriad geomorphological landscapes of the Maltese Islands and how their evolution has
been shaped over various time-scales by different sets of processes. Additionally, the work
highlights how the small geographical setting of the Maltese Islands helped to closely connect
these landscapes with Maltese society and as a result, they have evolved from stand-alone
examples of geomorphology to important backdrops of Maltese cultural identity. Most of the
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contributing authors are academics – both local and foreign – with a research focus on the
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geomorphology of the Maltese Islands. However, the editors have also (and purposefully)
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complement the geomorphological research with their proactive work in selected case studies
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chosen other contributors from governmental institutions and research agencies, who
on Maltese landscapes.
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